
 

Sierra snowpack could drop significantly by
end of century
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Berkeley Lab researchers analyzed the headwaters of these 10 major California
reservoirs. Credit: Berkeley Lab

A future warmer world will almost certainly feature a decline in fresh
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water from the Sierra Nevada mountain snowpack. Now a new study by
the Department of Energy's Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley Lab) that analyzed the headwater regions of California's 10
major reservoirs, representing nearly half of the state's surface storage,
found they could see on average a 79 percent drop in peak snowpack
water volume by 2100.

What's more, the study found that peak timing, which has historically
been April 1, could move up by as much as four weeks, meaning snow
will melt earlier, thus increasing the time lag between when water is
available and when it is most in demand.

Published recently in the journal Geophysical Research Letters, "The
Changing Character of the California Sierra Nevada as a Natural
Reservoir" aims to answer when and how the snowpack and snow melt
will change—including whether there are variations by region or
elevation—by analyzing climate simulations at mid-century and the end
of the century across five different regional climate models.

"This study is unique in that we're sampling across a community of
models so we can see if models disagree at mid-century and end of
century across a number of different snowpack measures, such as peak
timing, total water volume, and melt rate," said Alan Rhoades, a
Berkeley Lab postdoctoral fellow and lead author of the study. "What we
found is the models usually disagree more at mid-century, but by end
century they are pretty much in unison with another that under a high-
emissions scenario there will be a dramatic decline in Sierra Nevada
snowpack by 2100."

What was also distinctive about this research is that the scientists worked
directly with water managers with the aim of producing "actionable
science." That included getting feedback from water managers on what
metrics would be most useful for resource planning purposes.
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"Water managers are constantly competing between how much flood
risk can they handle with reservoir storage and how much supply they
can provide for urban and agricultural users," Rhoades said. "We engage
with them, and say, hey, is this a useful way to look at mountain
snowpack issues?"

Mountain snowpack is a critical source of water for California, and
much of it comes in a very narrow window. "Our precipitation is really
intermittent and extremes-driven," Rhoades said. "We basically get 50
percent of our annual precipitation in five to 15 days, or one to two
weeks. Our water demand is highest during the summer months when we
don't get a lot of precipitation, so we really rely on mountain snowpack
as a stopgap for our water supply."
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Berkeley Lab researcher Alan Rhoades, lead author of a new study on the Sierra
snowpack. Credit: Alan Rhoades

Another notable feature of California storms is that they are relatively
warm. "So as the world continues to warm, these storms will get even
warmer and won't readily get to freezing, whereby you could have
snowfall or snow accumulation and the persistence of snow on the
surface," he said.

As a result, the amount of snow is projected to decrease while rain could
increase, although this study did not look at rainfall.

For this study, Rhoades and his co-authors—Berkeley Lab climate
scientist Andrew Jones and UC Davis Assistant Professor of Regional
Climate Modeling Paul Ullrich—analyzed nine simulations across five
different regional climate models that are part of the North American
CORDEX, which is overseen by a group of scientists who coordinate
their data protocols in order to be able to isolate and analyze cause and
effect. The simulations were run at resolutions of 25 km and 50 km and
assumed a high-emissions scenario, as defined by the U.N.
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

The scientists analyzed snowpack upstream of 10 major
reservoirs—three in Northern California, three in Central California, and
four in Southern California. On average the climate models projected 79
percent less snowpack at peak timing by the end of the century
compared with historical levels and peak timing shifted four weeks
earlier. The peak timing is important to water managers as an indicator
of the start of the melt season.
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Another finding was a more dramatic decline in snowpack in Northern
California, especially by mid-century, than in other parts of the state.
The reason for that, Rhoades said, may be because mountains in the
northern Sierras have lower average elevations than those in the central
and southern Sierras and therefore are less capable of changing storm
phase from rain to snow.

Additionally, the study also found that snow melt rates will decrease. So
the total snow season, which includes both the accumulation and melt
portion of the season, will decrease by 20 days at mid-century and 39
days by end century (primarily in the accumulation portion of the
season). This is partly because future storm systems will produce less
snow but also because with the peak timing shifting to earlier in the year,
the days are shorter and less energy is available to melt the snow.

The recent National Climate Assessment reached similar conclusions
about declining snowpack in a warmer world, with earlier peaks and
slower melting. "The snowpack literature is converging pretty much to
the same general conclusions at a continental-to-mountain region level in
a warming future," Rhoades said. He added that the new Berkeley Lab
study addresses some of the research gaps in the National Climate
Assessment in three ways—by analyzing snowpack across multiple
models, which allows them to look at the uncertainty associated with
climate model choice; by analyzing the data in more water management
relevant regions; and by integrating input from stakeholders to make the
data more useful.

  More information: Alan M. Rhoades et al, The Changing Character
of the California Sierra Nevada as a Natural Reservoir, Geophysical
Research Letters (2018). DOI: 10.1029/2018GL080308
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